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If Crocs' other products fail to live up to Crocs' image of provider of unique and quality products, it will hurt
the company's entire progress so far. Another important critical success factor of the organization is its highly
flexible supply chain. Burt, Starling and Dobler, This, as a result, would enable the organization to effectively
meet the changing demands of the customers. This also has the added benefit of improving Crocs' reputation
with the retailers who are more likely to order from Crocs due to a reliable partnership as compared to its
competitors. It distinguishes the company from whole industrys competitors and creates through that its own
personality Ireland, the Management of Strategy, 9th Ed. Companies with higher margins can afford to keep
more inventories in stock and have a lower turnover rate, as demonstrated in exhibit 4. The system will help
them take faster decisions and better inventory management practices as electronic data at point of sale will be
now available. The company also started to launch accessory products such as caps, shirts, socks, shorts, hats,
and backpacks. It, therefore, is impossible for an organization with a traditional supply chain to experience an
explosive growth that is similar to that of Crocs. Related Interests. Within 2 years of operations Crocs first
acquired Canadian manufacturer Finproject NA in June , which was renamed Foam designs, originally
manufactured Crocs products. This reduction in the number of suppliers would reduce the competition that
exists between them and would have a deteriorating impact on the bargaining, negotiating and pricing power
of the organization. This opens the option of increasing geographical diversity. One friend bought a pair of
form clog shoes from a manufacturer in Canada. Burt, Starling and Dobler, In addition to that, the downstream
vertical integration enables the organization to gain an access to the scarce raw materials. As for the elastomer
resins, Crocs could either source of alternative materials or suppliers to mitigate the risk of stock outs or
acquire these suppliers to achieve a greater stability of supply. Stanford Graduate School of Business, In
addition to that, the ability to produce extra products during the selling season enabled the organization to
enhance its production capacity. In October Crocs acquired Fury and started manufacturing protection gears
based on Crostile. The core business of the organization was ti sell plastic clogs, which had straps and were
available in a number of solid and bright colors. Crocs owns the manufacturing facilities so they are able to
keep large amounts of materials on hand meaning they are able to house the raw materials in large quantities
cutting down on costs involved when ordering Denver distribution network could be as a lean to distribute
other companys products as a step taken to cover the minimum fixed costs. How do the company's gross
margins affect this decision? Furthermore, it also went for redundant operations such as compounding and
molding. The existing supply chain used to process requests that companies receive from retailers at the
beginning of the year on January and manufacture the demand supplies for the next spring and fall seasons
with some excess in order to manage any unexpected demand. From the details mentioned in the case we can
figure out that Crocs core competencies that fit with all four criteria of core competencies concept is it highly
responsive supply chain, by maintaining the flexibility to the unexpected demands and offers of retailers, with
efficiency of its distribution model and cost advantages created. After acquiring Foam Creations, they actively
opened more production stores in different parts of the world and currently have a capacity which is much
larger than the demand expected. It got also license agreement with Disney, and made shoes incorporating
Disney characters. In addition to brand CrocsRX that was specially designed to meet the special needs of those
medical problems that affected their feet, such as diabetes. Stanford Graduate School of Business, Ability to
Service Small Retailers: Small retailers played an important role in the enhancement of growth and
productivity of the organization. Stanford Graduate School of Business, Can do Culture and Product Design:
The can do culture of the organization, which motivated the employees to work up to their maximum potential
and contribute effectively and efficiently to the profitability of the organization also contributed effectively to
the growth of the organization.


